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Pavillions into 34 story tower and park.
I think the park is cool.
I'm glad to see that it would just build on the grocery store
This project needs to replace the grocery store. That grocery store is so needed right there. It was always too expensive. 
Maybe now they can have a less expensive grocery store there now. That would really make the community happy.

I'm usually opposed to projects of this size
However after looking at the design, i think it's in a tasteful location, and it's not superimposing on the neighborhood. 
There's already several towers of similar height on the same block.
I would have opposed this if the building took over the area where the park was too. (My friends and I used to throw paper 
airplanes off friend's dad's place on 17th floor adjacent this project.) Too much land use.

I almost want to say the park should be on the 2nd or 3rd story and have parking underneath it. 
Or have several levels of subterranean parking under park.
Or have several levels of park. That would be cool.

I think this project fits for the location.

This project will ruin the lives of the residents of the few apartment buildings just south of the project. These residents 
need temporary relocation stipends during construction, or permanent relocation assistance if building is too imposing on 
them.

I want to see water veins within the building fed and filtered from rooftop forestry to reduce municipal water supply usage.

Korie Schmidt
(310)600-2278
TheSEODoctors@gmail.com
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